Forum:FireChao Forums
Thread: custom bbcodes list
firechao - March 14, 2010, 2:58 pm

This thread details all the BBCodes which are not set as default - I, often as not with mystic's help,
have coded and set these aditional codes:

Let Me Google That For You:
Code:
[google]gengar[/google]

Spoiler Tags:
Code:
[spoiler]gengar[/spoiler]
Click to ShowClick to Hide
gengar
Will - March 14, 2010, 3:32 pm

I do believe that on the second one, the closing tag needs to be Code:
[/spoiler] not Code:
[/google] ...
firechao - March 14, 2010, 3:57 pm

it does indeed
*facepalm*
Will - March 14, 2010, 4:40 pm

Even Jesus facepalmed at your mistake

Harry - March 14, 2010, 7:34 pm

is that really Jesus? or is it a statue based on what we think he might have looked like (assuming he
even existed)
Mystic - March 14, 2010, 7:36 pm

It's a real photo of him. The film they had in those days wasn't great, that's why he looks all grey.
firechao - March 14, 2010, 7:43 pm

and the digital enhancement that they have now subjected it to managed to colour the sky but
unfortunately fell short of a complete recovery
Cal - March 14, 2010, 9:48 pm

You should make a sarcasm tag which makes text italic and, erm, bold. Or something.
So

Code:
Of [sarcasm]course[/sarcasm] that's really Jesus. Would make
Of course that's really Jesus.
Perhaps it should have some other flashy unique effect as well. Somehow.
Harry - March 14, 2010, 9:51 pm

it should be red.
don't argue with me, or I shall set my ginger army upon you.
Chris - March 15, 2010, 4:03 pm

(03-14-2010 09:51 PM)Harry Wrote: &nbsp;it should be red.
don't argue with me, or I shall set my ginger army upon you.
What are they armed with?
Harry - March 15, 2010, 7:39 pm

fire and sarcasm tags.
Chris - March 16, 2010, 4:04 pm

The fire I could live with, but the sarcasm tags...*shudder*
Harry - March 16, 2010, 8:32 pm

yes, you will die a horrible death
[/sarcasm]
Chris - March 17, 2010, 5:50 pm

AAH I'M BURINGING!
firechao - March 17, 2010, 7:26 pm

lets try and get back to somewhere vaguely near on-topic, please
are there any other tags that you'd like?
firechao - April 6, 2010, 3:00 pm

ok there's some marquee bbcode now:
[marquee]gengar[/marquee]
really don't know why...
EDIT: the more I think about it, the less I like the idea - shall I just take the thing away?
Harry - April 6, 2010, 3:25 pm

just leave it for now, there are no problems with it, even if it is a bit pointless
Will - April 6, 2010, 8:13 pm

It's a bit gimmicky.. and marquees are hateful things.. but yeah, let it stay.
Mystic - April 6, 2010, 8:15 pm

[marquee]Quote:Can you put quotes inside marquees? [/marquee]
Will - April 6, 2010, 8:19 pm

Evidently not.
Mystic - April 6, 2010, 8:21 pm

it works for me!
Will - April 6, 2010, 8:23 pm

Really? For me it's static... Hmm, let me try...
[marquee]Quote:Fifty-twelve [/marquee]
EDIT:Nope, mine is static too...
firechao - April 8, 2010, 2:59 pm

well it looks fine for me too try firefox, we're both using it
Mystic - April 14, 2010, 4:34 pm

Click to ShowClick to Hide
Yay for my spoiler code!
Harry - April 14, 2010, 6:30 pm

That is magic!
Mystic - April 14, 2010, 6:57 pm

No, it's my fantastically amazing coding skills which I'm completely incapable of being modest about,
so if you need any HTML, PHP, CSS, JavaScript etc. on your site then don't hesitate to call me on
-NUMBER REMOVED- now!
Harry - April 14, 2010, 8:40 pm

*calls -NUMBER REMOVED-*
Hold on... this situation seems familiar...
Mystic - April 14, 2010, 9:14 pm

*picks up phone* Hello?
Harry - April 15, 2010, 10:43 am

CODE NOW!
firechao - April 15, 2010, 1:22 pm

it's partially my not-so-amazing CSS too...
Mystic - April 15, 2010, 5:54 pm

Your CSS is good - I didn't know how to do multicoloured borders like on the Oekaki until I saw you
do it.
firechao - April 15, 2010, 6:19 pm

thanks
it's annoying me that the "click to show" link on that spoiler box gets a dotted border when active - I
tried to remove it by setting it to border:0; but it didn't seem to work
Mystic - April 15, 2010, 6:28 pm

It's because it's a link - links always get dotted borders when you click on them. You can't get rid of it

with CSS because the border is put there by Windows, not by any CSS rule. You can, however, get
rid of it by adding onfocus="this.blur()" to the &lt;a&gt; tag.
firechao - April 15, 2010, 6:43 pm

(04-15-2010 06:28 PM)Mystic Wrote: &nbsp;It's because it's a link - links always get dotted borders
when you click on them. You can't get rid of it with CSS because the border is put there by
Windows, not by any CSS rule. You can, however, get rid of it by adding onfocus="this.blur()" to the
&lt;a&gt; tag.
thankyouthankyouthankyou
firechao - April 15, 2010, 6:54 pm

[colourbox]120000[/colourbox]
ok I give up - apparently myBB doesn't like [i]this[i] BBCode
Mystic - April 15, 2010, 6:55 pm

Is there a reason why all the posts in this thread just disappeared and a load of errors appeared at
the top? Or have the hamsters just gone on strike again?
firechao - April 15, 2010, 6:56 pm

I was fiddling with things - I've convinced the hamsters to return now
Mystic - April 15, 2010, 7:02 pm

Good. I told you you should have got ferrets instead.
firechao - April 15, 2010, 7:07 pm

I had a proper go at them - they shant slack any more
EDIT: sha'n't?
Will - April 15, 2010, 7:49 pm

Shan't I believe.
firechao - April 15, 2010, 7:51 pm

but it's "shall not"...
Will - April 15, 2010, 7:53 pm

Yes, I know. But "shan't" is correct, not sha'n't or shant. It's odd, but then when has English ever
followed rules?
firechao - April 15, 2010, 7:55 pm

it should also be p'ram'
anyway OFFTOPICALERT
back to bbcodes: any more that you'd like?
Will - April 15, 2010, 7:57 pm

Is there anyway you could do a random code? That would be quite nice to have in signatures...
firechao - April 15, 2010, 8:26 pm

not without mystic essentially doing it for me

ask him - he's practically an admin now anyways
Will - April 15, 2010, 8:32 pm

I'm sure he'll notice it next time he comes onto the forums. At least, I hope he will.
Mystic - April 16, 2010, 12:10 pm

I have no idea how to make new BBCodes. I'm also shopping today, so I'll investigate this evening
or tomorrow or something.
firechao - April 16, 2010, 7:39 pm

here be how it work:
you need a "MyCode Pattern"
Quote:Enter an expression that will search for a specific combination of characters. You must make
sure the expression is valid and safe - no validation is performed. The following wildcards are
supported (note, must be in upper case):
{ALPHA} - any series of 1 or more alphabetical characters {DIGIT} - any series of 1 or more digits
{NUM} - as above, but allows a negative sign and a single decimal point {ALPHADIGIT} - any series
of 1 or more digits and/or alphabetical characters {CSS} - a CSS value (eg "&lt;span
style='background-color: #{CSS value}'&gt;"); note, spaces are not allowed {TEXT} - as with {CSS}
but allows spaces, commas, dots and the plus sign {URL} - any URL in the form of uri://locator
{HTTPURL} - like above, but only allow HTTP/HTTPS URLs {EMAIL} - a valid email address
{COLOR} - any valid HTML colour (textual or #FFFFFF form) {SOMETHING} - allows 1 or more
series of any characters (use with caution!) {ANYTHING} - as with above, but also allows nothing to
be entered (use with caution!) You can also specify regular expressions by wrapping them up with {{
.. }} - Example: {{(apples|oranges|pears)}} allows a choice of either "apples", "oranges" or "pears"
Code:
Example: [b]{ANYTHING}[/b]
and some replacement code:
Quote:Enter a replacement for the regular expression.
Example: &lt;strong&gt;&#36;1&lt;/strong&gt;
I guess you'd somehow do random code with the "{{(apples|oranges|pears)}}" option, but I haven't a
clue how to... I could ask Butterfree (TCoD's Admin), as she's this kind of BBCode it on her vBulletin
forum...
Mystic - April 16, 2010, 7:51 pm

I know how to split a string into an array (ie. cut it at each occurence of the |) and pick a random item
from an array, but whether or not you can do that depends on if you can enter PHP into the
replacement code.
If you can, it goes something like this:
PHP Code:
&lt;?php&nbsp;echo&nbsp;array_rand(explode("|",&#36;1));&nbsp;?&gt;
firechao - April 16, 2010, 8:03 pm

is that enough to put in the replacement section? Surely there is more...
Mystic - April 16, 2010, 8:07 pm

I think so. The explode() bit splits &#36;1 on every occurence of the "|" and outputs it as an array,

and the array_rand() bit picks a random item from the array. I guess I could make it render a
firework display as well, but I thought that'd be a little over the top.
EDIT: Sorry, you shouldn't use {{(apples|oranges|pears)}}, just do {ANYTHING}.
firechao - April 16, 2010, 8:18 pm

so you want me to put:
Code:
[random]{ANYTHING}[/random]
?
EDIT: sorry, got to go - will finish this tomorrow probably
Mystic - April 16, 2010, 8:26 pm

Yeah, so in practice it'll look something like...
Code:
I am [random]awesome|really awesome|narcissistic[/random]
Also, it may not work if you can't put PHP in the replacement code.
EDIT: It doesn't work - putting PHP in the replacement code doesn't do anything. I will research
further.
firechao - April 17, 2010, 7:07 pm

ok yeah that'd be great

